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Recent developments in computational design and digital fabrication with concrete enable the realization of
freeform geometries that optimize material use. 3D Concrete extrusion Printing (3DCP) is presently one of the
most utilized digital fabrication methods with concrete. The expected advantages of 3DCP result from shaping
concrete without formwork and from placing material only where functionally required. Although these ad
vantages were pointed out more than 20 years ago, it is difficult to find competitive examples and their usage in
real buildings. Consequently, the nonspecific character of the process acts as a shortcoming by opening up
extensive possibilities without a clear direction. This paper proposes an automated 3DCP prefabrication platform
for customized columns. The process-specific parameters are, therefore, fine-tuned for high-quality products with
diverse forms and textures. Additionally, this paper proposes an evaluation method for geometric complexity and
identifies the types of column typologies that may benefit from a 3DCP prefabrication platform.

1. Introduction
The advent of computer-aided design enables architects to conceive
freeform spaces of unprecedented geometric complexity and level of
detail. The prospect of building freeform architecture challenges con
crete technology to respond to this digital paradigm shift with fabrica
tion methods able to materialize more complex designs reliably. The
global ecological footprint of the building sector, where concrete is the
most widely used building material [1], urges a rethink of design to
fabrication strategies. Novel design tools open up opportunities for ar
chitects and engineers to conceive more sustainable and material lean
structures through customization. Controlling concrete as part of a
digital process enables its shaping without formwork and placing ma
terial only where it is structurally required. 3DCP is the most popular
fabrication method investigated as part of digital concrete [2,3]. From
processing to its fully cured state, 3DCP breaks with the traditional way
concrete has been utilized so far. 3DCP, Contour Crafting [4], or layered
extrusion, is an additive manufacturing method where fresh concrete is
deposited layer after layer to materialize a digital design [5]. In a sus
tained effort to advance 3DCP, academia, as well as the industry, have
focussed on tackling the significant technical challenges of material
formulation, rheology, processing, and reinforcement, leaving design

investigations on a lower priority level [6] Consequently, constructions
produced utilizing 3DCP are rather modest in terms of spatial quality
and engineering ambition, compared to most commercially available
fabrication alternatives. Additionally, these built examples go against
the initial assumption that 3DCP should advance construction by
enabling the realization of optimized shapes that often necessitate
complex geometric solutions.
This paper discusses the possible advantages of mass customization
of geometrically-complex concrete elements at the architectural scale by
showcasing a new 3DCP column typology. Prefabrication offers access to
well calibrated and accurate machines, it provides controlled curing
environment for concrete, it allows for the part to be 3DCP in a different
orientation than its final use and it enforces a discretization of the
building system into components. In this context, the paper argues that
prefabrication is currently one of the most feasible strategies to achieve
geometric complexity using 3DCP. In continuation, we present the
findings of an interdisciplinary investigation that led to the development
of a 3DCP setup for the automated prefabrication of bespoke columns.
Dealing with only one architectural element may advance research into
aesthetics, formal diversity, structural evaluation, productivity, and
product certification. An experimental methodology enabled the reali
zation of diverse column designs providing essential insight for
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identifying the difference between 3DCP columns and today’s pre
fabricated ones. Formulating these geometric differences outlines the
niche of suitable applications of 3DCP in construction.

by novel fabrication opportunities. These design explorations are an
excellent chance to reclaim some of the inner complexity onto the sur
face of the column in a sustainable and economically competitive way.
The design argument alone is perhaps not strong enough to challenge
current fabrication practices. However, shape variation may signifi
cantly improve the structural performance of columns inside the
column-slab building system. For example, at the scale of a multi-storey
building, the slenderness of columns, meaning the ratio between height
and smallest sectional area, can increase gradually from bottom to top as
the dead-load decreases over height. For ease of production, most pre
cast columns have a uniform rectangular or circular section over their
whole length; nevertheless, this shape is not optimal if weight and ma
terial reduction are among the design criteria. In their structural ca
pacity, contemporary column designs can have hollow cores and wider
sections in the areas where the bending moments are larger. Following
shape efficiency as a design principle, a variable section and a hollow
core are basic geometric requirements that optimize material use in a
column. Another argument in favour of hollow-core columns is func
tional hybridization [12]. Integrating service ducts through the middle
can minimize space taken by installations inside a building, thus
increasing the value of columns [3]. However, these requirements are
tedious to produce with standard formwork, scale-limiting with rota
tional moulding, and impossible with an industrial extrusion process like
the one used for hollow core slabs.

2. Context and motivation
2.1. From mass production to mass customization in concrete
prefabrication
Technological challenges and conservative practices make con
struction one of the least digitized and most inefficient industry sectors
[7]. Digitization entails a degree of precision uncommon to construc
tion. The building practice requires considerable tolerances to mitigate
inaccuracies in large-scale assemblies, unexpected site conditions, and
material variance. Through its associated construction technology,
concrete shares the same low productivity assessment. In construction,
as in other industrial sectors, the most feasible implementation of
automation is in a prefabrication plant [8]. Prefabrication offers solu
tions to increase efficiency and reduce the cost of construction processes
while delivering higher quality control and safer working environments.
However, conditioned by mass production, rationalized designs result in
over-dimensioned identical building components, with massive sec
tions, cast in reusable formworks. Unfortunately, this increase in prof
itability applies to shapes which can be mass produced, reducing the
options for bespoke and potentially more sustainable design solutions.
To meet the architectural aspirations of achieving ever-increasing
complexity and customization but also motivated by the need to
decrease the CO2 footprint of the building industry, researchers
currently investigate concrete through the use of digital fabrication.
Despite concrete accounting for 5–8% of global CO2 emissions [9], it can
be considered an ecological material. It is the scale of its use rather than
its embedded CO2 per volume unit that contributes to these significant
emissions [1,3,9]. In addition to air pollution, waste resulting from
formwork further increases its ecological footprint. No-waste construc
tion is an immediate benefit of shaping concrete without formwork.
Mouldless shaping of concrete requires precise control over the process,
material flow, and the hardening rate of concrete. Prioritizing digitiza
tion, numerically controlled mechanisms ensure process precision and
connect to the advanced modelling software utilized in design. The
popularity of 3DCP is motivated by its promise for customization.
Considering its dependence on automation, 3DCP is optimally imple
mented in the controlled environment of a production plant. Concrete
prefabrication can thus be extended to mass customization and thereby
reducing the environmental footprint of this ubiquitous material.

3. State of the art in prefabrication by means of 3DCP
3.1. Design for prefabricated 3DCP
Depending on the fabrication environment, 3DCP can be categorized
under in-situ fabrication or prefabrication. The examples in Figs. 3.1 and
3.2 show a gap in the level of functional diversity and geometric
complexity between the two categories [13]. In-situ 3DCP is predomi
nantly used to produce walls with straight extruded geometries [4]. As
such, the single-storey construction is questionable as a suitable appli
cation of the 3DCP technology because it tends to concentrate on spatial
partitions and the production of walls which have a structural behaviour
similar to masonry [14]. In these simple structures (Fig. 3.1), concrete is
still seen as a cheap and ubiquitous material, an attitude already
responsible for its overuse. Concrete is preferably used as a structural
material, as demonstrated through prefabricated structural components
such as columns, beams, and slabs and spatial structures, for example in
bridges. The difference in shape freedom observed between Figs. 3.1 and
3.2 illustrates that prefabrication has a higher potential for producing
more sustainable concrete construction through material optimization
and efficient shapes [13].
The first example of 3DCP complex-shaped structural element
employed in a real construction is the truss-shaped pillar (Fig. 3.2a)
designed and produced by Xtree [15]. The four unique formwork seg
ments were transported, assembled in situ, and cast with ultra-highperformance concrete. One noteworthy point here is that the individ
ual segments of the formwork follow a similar computational strategy.
Therefore, the discrete parts of the formwork benefited from automated
design-to-fabrication, which proved essential in the realization of
customized designs on a production line.
Recently there has been renewed interest in bespoke ribbed slab
systems, similar to those pioneered in the 1960s by Pier Luigi Nervi [16].
Contemporary examples illustrate viable methods to economize con
crete consumption while freeing up space for service duct integration
into the structural thickness of the slab [17–19]. 3DCP slab prototypes,
such as the lightweight concrete ceiling designed at TU Graz (Fig. 3.2b)
[20] and the Fast Complexity prototype built at ETH Zürich [21],
embody initial concepts for automated design-to-fabrication of ribbed
slabs for building applications.
Several bridge designs also broaden the range of prefabricated 3DCP
applications. The bicycle bridge developed at TU Eindhoven is a

2.2. Bespoke columns
Throughout architectural history, the column has played an essential
role in architectural practice. A vertical structural element, the column
carries the load of upper construction to the lower structural elements.
Predominantly a compression member, it can also withstand dynamic
lateral loads such as wind or earthquakes. The column can encapsulate
the identity of entire architectural styles by attaching symbolic meaning,
to form, function, craft, or material. Furthermore, rule-based design
practices described tectonic assemblies through proportion, composi
tion, and positioning of columns in space [10]. Modernism advocated
that columns should be stripped of their ornaments [11], which is a
trend of design common to contemporary practices as well. Therefore,
the unadorned pillar, suitable for optimized mass production, has
become the norm in contemporary architectural design and engineering.
These simple geometries make contemporary columns seem less diverse
than preceding historical examples.
In many cases, the intelligence of the column nowadays lies in the
reinforcement cage, which is hidden from sight. Fortunately, recent
advances in additive manufacturing combined with a rediscovery of past
building culture empower architects to rethink designs while informed
2
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Fig. 3.1. In-situ 3DCP: (a) House from Icon; (b) Office unit from Cobod; (c) House from CyBe.

Fig. 3.2. Prefab 3DCP: (a) Column from Xtree; (b) Bridge from Tsinghua University; (c) Slab from TU Graz.

demonstrator of structural elements, which are directly 3DCP [22]. The
porous segments of the bridge are printed with steel wire reinforced
filament and subsequently reinforced and assembled using posttensioning.
A jump in morphological complexity for 3DCP is made by the posttensioned concrete girder designed by researchers at Ghent University
using topology optimization [23]. Even if their structure is not yet at
building-scale, the bridge illustrates how complex geometry may be
utilized for achieving significant material savings.
The latest pedestrian bridge (Fig. 3.2c) from Tsinghua University is
produced entirely through 3DCP as a compression-only structure [24].
The building system is composed of three types of formally diverse
components: voussoirs, handrail, and deck panels. The project success
fully illustrates how 3DCP can help reduce the cost of customized pro
duction in concrete technology.
As the slabs and bridges illustrate, in prefabrication, geometries can
be discretized and printed in orientations that favour fabricability
without affecting their mechanical performance. This approach has
enabled the realization of structural members that use less material and
explore a new aesthetic in concrete design. Among the selected exam
ples, not all utilize the 3DP concrete as a structural material; however,
the 3DCP technology enables structurally and aesthetically ambitious
designs that would be very expensive and wasteful to fabricate other
wise. Nevertheless, there are rare examples of 3DCP columns produced
in one continuous printing process; hence the contribution of this paper
will address a gap in the existing architectural applications of 3DCP. A
direct use of 3DCP for columns can produce formworks [15], partially

cast formworks [25] or printed directly as structural components. In
3DCP formworks, the outline of a shape is 3DCP and later on all the
interior cavities are filled with structural concrete. Partially cast form
works create differentiated cavities inside the shape, from which only
some are filled with structural concrete. The cavities which remain
hollow can serve for additional functionality or the 3DCP material can
be considered as a secondary structural material. In the case of structural
components, the 3DCP material acts as structural concrete. The present
paper focusses on partially cast formworks and proposes possible de
signs for the direct 3DCP of structural columns.
The state-of-the-art review illustrates great structural, economic and
ecologic prospects in the use of prefabricated 3DCP for realizing bespoke
concrete structures. The selected examples, even if seemingly sparse, are
part of an underlying trend aiming for increased sustainability in
contemporary concrete design research. Moreover, these prototypes are
produced in academic environments or benefit from strong academiaindustry cooperation. The above gives us reason to conclude that, as a
technology, 3DCP has successfully passed the proof-of-concept devel
opmental stage and is therefore ready for further transformations to
wards an industry-ready technology.
As it is often the case in the development of new technologies, several
aspects need further development for 3DCP to pass successfully to in
dustrial realization. Some proposed leads are to clearly identify the
product, followed by a thorough development of an automated designto-production line. As the 3DCP technology matures, it is expected
that reinforcement and low cement material formulations will be further
advanced.
3
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line based on a custom and open-source set on demand material
processing.

3.2. Set on demand for 3DCP
Similar to any other construction technology, prefabrication with
3DCP is informed by design opportunities, material performance and
process characteristics, which are interconnected and for which the right
balance needs to be established.
From a technological standpoint, the 3DCP of columns poses a major
fabrication challenge caused by their slenderness. As illustrated by
Reiter et al. [26,27], a suitable processing strategy should deliver a fast
yield stress and elastic modulus increase to overcome the risk of col
lapses during printing. Therefore, set on demand is identified as the most
suitable and reliable way of developing the 3DCP process for slender
structures. First introduced for digital fabrication by Lloret et al. for slip
forming [28] and, later on, implemented by Duballet et al. for 3DCP
[29], set on demand is a two-component material system where an
activator is added to the cementitious mix shortly before placement. The
activator ensures stability during printing and a similar strength in
crease throughout one print for each printed layer.
In industry, two 3DCP systems are noteworthy for offering fully in
tegrated solutions including material, hardware and kinematics. The
Sika 3D-printing technology [30] and the BauMinator from Baumit [31]
have both filed patents, based on the set on demand technology.
Developed at industrial standards, Sika advertise their technology as one
of the fastest and most precise 3DCP available on the market, e.g. 1000
mm/s horizontal process speed. Their 3DCP tool is moved by a 3-axis
gantry and uses an online yield strength monitoring system that en
sures consistent rheological behaviour of their material. In contrast to
the heavy tool developed by Sika, Baumit proposes a much lighter 3DCP
extruder mounted on an industrial robotic arm. This combination of a
lightweight tool and a 6-axis kinematic system, justifies their focus on
complex design solutions, where the filament is placed on nonhorizontal
layers, and fine printing resolution is used, e.g. 4 mm layer height.
While, in research environments, licensing such systems can reduce the
investigation freedom for materials and processes, their integration into
automated production lines can accelerate early adoption into the in
dustry, and implicitly contribute to digitization and construction
automation.
This paper will present the development of an automated production

4. Materials and methods
The requirements for columns informed the specific choice of ma
terial formulation and design methods integrated through the 3DCP
platform. Given the interdisciplinary character of 3DCP, the roadmap
presented in this paper benefits from direct interactions and cooperation
between architects, material scientists, engineers, and roboticists. The
exchange of information between the involved parties was planned in a
horizontal type of organization, with specialists leading their corre
sponding field of expertise.
The concrete 3D printer is set-up by joining material, extruder and
kinematics into a unified process, schematically shown in Fig. 4.1.
Production spaces require a concrete mixing zone also dedicated to
material handling, a safe enclosed area for the robot work cell and a
clean area for control and process supervision.
The following section will introduce principles related to design
automation (Fig. 4.2), material characteristics and hardware develop
ment. This section will conclude with an overview of their integration
into a prefabrication production line.
4.1. Design automation
4.1.1. Design instruments for 3DCP columns
A column is usually visible from all sides and connects to other parts
of the building through its bottom and top planar sections. Therefore,
the design space of a column is determined by its height and section
profiles.
This research aims to produce exposed 3DCP surfaces; therefore, it
investigates only design methods that ensure quality surface without
additional post-processing like plastering or milling. As such, the best
printing orientation for columns is vertical and should be produced
through a single continuous process. Process interruptions create su
perficial defects caused by differentiated layer to layer interaction when
adding the fresh material on top of a hardened one. Process continuity is
also a characteristic of our printing system, which does not allow

Fig. 4.1. Diagram of the 3DCP production area: (a) dry mix silo; (b) concrete mixer; (c) concrete pump; (d) accelerator mixer; (e) accelerator pump; (f) 3 axis gantry;
(g) robot manipulator; (h) extruder tool; (i) work object; (j) computer; (k) teach pendant.
4
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Fig. 4.2. Design Automation diagram for 3DCP columns. Continuous arrows represent direct flow of information and dotted lines represent feedback loops.

intermittent filament extrusion. Start and stop filament deposition re
quires additional hardware, like valves that stop the concrete flow and
different software control that synchronizes the pumps with the on and
off operations.
The design process applies computational procedures like Boolean
operations, mathematical transformations or mesh manipulations on an
initial primitive shape, e.g. a cylinder. A design tool for columns was
firstly implemented in the Python programming language at Digital
Building Technologies, ETH Zürich [32] and further developed by the
students of the Master of Advanced Studies in Architecture and Digital
Fabrication at ETH Zürich. The app runs on the Mola open-source Py
thon Library [33]. The app uses two generative processes, namely trig
onometric functions and mesh grammars [34]. A JavaScript version of
this app, using trigonometric functions, was later developed at Digital
Building Technologies by Skevaki and Mitropoulou as an online design
tool operating in the internet browser.
The 3DCP column typology is defined by an outer shell and an inner
core (Fig. 4.2). The outer shell shapes the column, thus giving the op
portunity to create elements with efficient flow of forces in their ge
ometry. It also fulfils an aesthetic function; therefore, special attention
must be given to geometric articulations and surface ornamentation. The
proposed design methodology first creates differentiation between the
classical elements of a column: base, shaft and capital, reinterpreting
their geometric features from a computational design standpoint. The
chosen geometric procedure influences the form and decoration of these
elements. Part of the design task is also to implement different types of
geometric articulations between the components of the column: smooth
transition, visible differentiation or through localized ornamentation.
The interactions between material behaviour and the procedural
quality of the design methods can, at this point, be speculated through
the use of material driven ornamentation. In essence, by putting the
concrete filament in an unstable position, it deforms under its weight
while hardening. Material driven ornamentation is defined as a process.
This procedural design technique is applied at the scale of the layer, by
selectively moving points of the print path in the normal vector direction
to the base surface. All points belonging to the ornamentation procedure
create a vector field. Changing the amplitudes of vectors within the
vector field can develop patterns of potentially infinite variation. The
way in which this ornamentation appears of the final product depends
on the local overhang of the print path, on the filament viscosity and
hardening rate. The risk of having a very large overhang is that the
filament breaks before gaining enough strength to support its weight.
The maximum amplitude of the normal vector is determined experi
mentally and for our case it is equal to the layer width. Owing to ma
terial and process variability, for the same geometric input of the
ornamentation a small variation is always expected.
The design of the inner core negotiates between several structural,
functional, fabrication-driven and aesthetic parameters. Firstly, it offers
stability during printing and provides support for the overhanging
geometric features. Secondly, it creates interior compartments for
inserting longitudinal reinforcement or for incorporating service ducts
into the hollow core of the column. Thirdly, it extends the contour length
of one layer, thus offering more time for lower layers of concrete to cure.
From an aesthetic point of view, it also eliminates unwanted material
artefacts, such as the seam created while moving from one layer to the

next. Usually, the inner core is similar to the infill material of a classical
FDM 3D printer. This core can be added as a generic space-filling pattern
during the print path generation. However, because in the case of direct
3D printing it also fulfils functional requirements, it needs a custom
design. Having to design the core highlights an essential difference be
tween 3DCP and other concrete manufacturing technologies in that the
inner geometry is also part of the design process.
Shell and core can be designed simultaneously, as instances of the
same computational process, or independently and merged at a later
stage. From the design stage results a CAD model.
The cylinder is not the only topology suitable for a column; however,
it was the only type explored within this research. Other column to
pologies, for example, branching columns require a start/stop concrete
extrusion process, or an additional post-processing step to remove the
infill material, as in the case of the earlier referenced truss-shaped pillar
[15]. Nevertheless, Bhooshan et al. [6] designed several prototypical
branching morphologies which were produced with the Bauminator
technology. This referenced line of research showed promising de
velopments in using distance function to create 3DCP branching nodes
where the concrete layers are normal to the direction of the branch [6].
4.1.2. Print path
As soon as the CAD model has been completed, a computational
process generates the print path by converting the geometry into ma
chine instructions for printing. This design stage starts by intersecting
the CAD model with planes or curved surfaces. The result is a set of
curves later utilized as the basis for generating the robotic motion. Yet,
the success of the fabrication process depends on two other inherently
interrelated parameters: flow rate and print speed. The following rela
tion describes their relationship:
Q = v*w*h.
where: Q = extruder flow rate [mm3/s]; v = print speed [mm/s]; w
= designed width of the filament [mm]; h = designed height of the
filament [mm]. This relation serves as the main calculation basis for
connecting the geometry of the CAD model with the printing process.
As Fig. 4.4 exemplifies, slicing employing procedurally generated
intersection geometries, either planes or surfaces, can be fine-tuned such
that density, inclination degree, or layer thickness are precisely
controlled. Layer height variation requires changes in material deposi
tion rate. In other words, print speed, flow rate or both will numerically
adapt to this variation.
A set of points is subsequently generated along contour curves. These
points will serve as the origins of the coordinate system for the robotic
targets. A robot target is defined as a frame, whose orientation can be
procedurally controlled along the print path. These planes inherit their
orientation from the slicing method: either slicing plane or a slicing
surface evaluated at the origin of the robotic target. Sampling the curve
into points has the role of capturing the particularities of the print path.
Fig. 4.5 shows several point sampling examples utilized in different
geometric circumstances.
If the CAD model is a mesh, a polyline results from the intersection of
planes with mesh edges. If the CAD model is i.e. a Non-Uniform Rational
Basis Spline (NURBS) surface, the contour curves are approximated into
discrete points, and the resulting subsets, correctly ordered to facilitate
5
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Fig. 4.4. Slicing used as a design tool: (a) horizontal equidistant planes; (b) horizontal planes at varying distances; (c) inclined planes; (d) same curved surface
moved with the same layer height; (e) varying curved surfaces.

Fig. 4.5. Point sampling on contour curves: (a) geometric details can be lost by only extracting the points of curve discontinuity or only by dividing the curve at
equal distance; black polyline is the contour resulted through uniform subdivision of curve and the red polyline results from connecting the points of discontinuity;
(b) sampling the curve between discontinuity intervals to achieve smallest number of points and deviation to a minimum threshold; (c) multiple nested curves inside
one layer are joined into a periodic polyline. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

the interpolation of a similar polyline. For curves with one continuous
curvature, point sampling can be managed by dividing the curves at
equal distances, or at varying distances to keep the deviation to a pre
assigned threshold. In the case of a curve with a discontinuous curva
ture, the discontinuity points are extracted, then the continuous subcurves are subsequently divided (Fig. 4.5b).
Regardless of the input geometry, if multiple nested contour curves
result in one layer, the curves are joined into one continuous curve,
following numeric proximity evaluations (Fig. 4.5c).
Inter-layer connectivity is created by a similar evaluation, performed
iteratively on adjacent layers. Manipulating the point of transition from
layer to layer avoids undesired material artefacts. As a rule, transitions
happen in the least visible areas, i.e. on the core region of the column.
Furthermore, the points inside every layer are similarly ordered. If
points in the first layer are ordered clockwise, points in the second layer
should follow the same order and vice versa. Similar directionality be
tween layers ensures that concrete has consistently enough time to cure.
The geometric computational steps described above create a list of
printing instructions containing multidimensional datasets. All elements
of this list include motion instructions and process parameter values
such as velocity, zone data and flow rate, which are compiled into a text
file. Zone data indicates how close the robot moves to the programmed
position.

series of numerical analysis checks derived from either material or
hardware and applied to the design. Another approach is to start the
design process directly from the printing affordances, thus avoiding the
post-processing of the geometry. An equilibrium-aware design strategy
reported in literature can directly generate the print-path considering
filament stability during printing [35]. Even if this design strategy can
generate printable geometries [35], it does not cover the full design
space enabled by 3DCP.
Overhangs and vertical build-up are measured to avoid material
failure. By default, the column is printed at an orientation identical to its
intended structural use. The first evaluation measures if the overhangs
exceed the maximum affordances of the material. A conservative
approach is to reduce the inclination of the overhangs exceeding the
given threshold. If this proves insufficient, the system needs support
material under the critical overhang. As Fig. 4.6a illustrates, supports
should only be placed inside the column, to avoid unwanted artefacts on
the visible surface. In practice, the design of the capital might require
large overhangs, for instance in mushroom columns. Therefore, in a first
instance, the overall degree of the overhang and the base must be
compared. If the base overhangs less than the capital, the geometry of
the column rotates 180o such that the capital becomes the first printed
section.
Because robotic fabrication is a time-based process, it is easy to
quantify the smallest duration to print one layer, based on print speed,
layer length and layer height. The material strength build-up should
fulfil the strength requirements for the shortest time per layer. If the
evaluated time interval is shorter than the vertical build-up rate of the
concrete, the layer contour length should be increased through the

4.1.3. Printability check
Fabrication restrictions may occur from material failure during
printing or from hardware technical specifications. This is the case for
many other 3DCP technologies. Therefore, printability is defined as a
6
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Fig. 4.6. Measures to improve printability: (a) orientation of the column and support material can increase the overhangs; (b) print speed and curvature are
interrelated; (c) minimum distance between two consecutive target points depends on print speed.

design of the inner core.
Hardware restrictions derive from the unusual way of working with
industrial robots. High-speed printing is essential, not only to produce
large objects but also to ensure a good layer to layer bonding. However,
kinematic systems can face challenges in maintaining constant speeds
for sharp corners or sudden changes in the motion direction. In a tradeoff between printing speed and geometric complexity [32], the path
should incorporate large radii instead of sudden discontinuities; the
higher the speed, the larger the fillet radius (Fig. 4.6b). The fillet radius
is hardcoded through the value of the zone data, which ensures a smooth
motion at higher speeds. The physically achievable speed of the robotic
manipulator gives another hardware limitation. If the distance between
consecutive target points of the print path is smaller than the robotics’
system advance run, i.e. the time necessary for the controller to calculate
successive positions, the robot motion is paused until the calculation has
been completed (Fig. 4.6c). In this case, the advance time is 0.3 s. The
software samples the print path at a lower resolution, thus avoiding a
jagged robot motion.
The most accurate method to evaluate printability would include a
full physics simulation quantifying deposition rate, material behaviour
and hardening rate into a numerical check. Such a tool can reduce
testing and development time and increase the production success rate.
Nevertheless, the implementation of such a simulation tool still requires
considerable further research and development.

proposed shape, and in most of the cases, this indicates the existence of
an interior core or pockets that create partially closed compartments
into the column geometry.
4.2. Material properties
4.2.1. Fresh 3DCP concrete
This section discusses the material formulation in connection with
geometric affordances during fabrication. A detailed description of the
set on demand for 3DCP was published in [27] and includes physiochemical principles for the evolution of yield stress during digital
fabrication processes, among which layered extrusion. In designing a
material formulation suitable for 3DCP, two different extrusion fila
ments are reported in the literature: the stiff ‘infinite brick’ and the very
fluid but fast hardening one [3,36].
The mortar formulation consists of calcareous crushed sand with a
grain size in the range of 0 to 2 mm, Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) at
a water to cement ratio of 0.4, 8% substitution of microsilica, and 15%
substitution of limestone powder. A liquid superplasticizer is dosed at
0.7% by weight of the binder, a sucrose solution ensures the open time of
8 h, and a commercial thickener provides a suitable initial yield stress.
The accelerator consists of a Ciment Fondu® (CAC) paste, retarded with
0.1% sodium gluconate, stabilized with 0.1% commercial polyethylene
glycol, and with a 0.27 water to cement ratio. The typical dosage is 10%
CAC to OPC weight ratio.
Here, a soft mortar is used for printing; therefore, the extruder nozzle
geometry does not shape it as it leaves the mixing chamber. Instead,
precise dosing guidelines are proposed for calculating the horizontal
process rate. While the nozzle aperture must be smaller than the layer
width, the position of the nozzle in space acts as a hard border of the
extrusion, flattening the upper surface width of the layer. Consequently,
having an insufficient material amount over width or height results in a
failed print. Printing with soft mortars also limits the maximum layer
height of the filament, to 7 mm in our case. The low initial yield stress of
soft mortars should help reducing the risk of cold-joints between suc
cessive layers [26]. The overprinting of low yield stress also allows
compensating for layer deformations in previously printed layers,
because the target height of the print is established by the extruder in
every layer, with previously settled layers resulting in a thinner fila
ment, instead of accumulating the settlement. This is opposed to high
yield stress extrusions, where filament width and height are established
by the nozzle. The reduced risk of cold joints comes from the fact that a
filament with a low yield stress can enable higher quality interlayer
intermixing, as poor interlayer intermixing has been theorized as a
source of cold joint formation, although other studies have pointed to
superficial drying as the primary source of cold joint formation
[2,37–39].
Experimental findings show that the maximum reachable overhang
at good print quality is in the range of –20◦ to 20◦ . The experiment used

4.1.4. Geometric complexity evaluation
Evaluating the geometric complexity of a 3DCP column is essential in
determining if 3DCP is the most suitable fabrication method available,
or if the design fully benefits from the 3DCP fabrication method. A
straightforward computation of geometric complexity for a 3DCP col
umn is derived from the perimeter to area ratio. The first step to
calculate the level of complexity is to take the contour of each layer and
compute its convex hull. Next is to scale the layer so that its convex hull
area is equal to a given value, the same for every layer. This scaling
operation is a dataset normalization, and the surface area value of the
convex hull should be kept constant when comparing two columns.
The proposed equation was developed after the design stage and
utilized here as a data analysis tool:
C=

n− 1
∑
LL
− 1
A*n
i=0

where LL is the length of the normalized layer, A is the surface area
value, and n is the total number of layers.
A cylinder is assumed to be the least complex geometry for a 3DCP
column. Hence, in this model, the surface area is 4π because the equation
equals 0 for a cylinder.
What this equation indicates is that for values larger than 0.5, the
contour of one layer is equal or bigger than double the perimeter of the
7
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a geometry with layer length and print speed in the same range as ex
pected for the columns, similar to the one in Fig. 4.7c. In this geometry, a
cylindrical core supports cones with different inner and outer overhang.
The incremental angle is of 5◦ . During printing, the cones with a too big
overhang would collapse. This is a good method to identify the over
hanging range in one compact experimental procedure [25]. Also, the
use of a soft mortar allows for the print path to self-intersect, thus giving
an improved bonding at the layer level, compared to a print path that is
self-avoiding. However, the maximum amount of intersections in one
point is 3, to keep a satisfactory print-quality. In the case of columns,
self-intersecting paths also create a better superficial quality of the
column (Fig. 4.7b). As shown in Fig. 4.7c, the geometric requirements
that a column has to fulfil are vertical build-up rate, self-intersecting
print paths, the smooth trajectory of the print path, a vertical support
core and maximum overhang of 20◦ .

reinforcement in between layers or directly in the extruded filament and
add the main reinforcement inside cavities that follow the column
height [14,22,40,41]. The main reinforcement can be external posttension or post-tension inside grouted cavities.
From a durability standpoint, layer interfaces can accelerate rein
forcement corrosion, by allowing faster chloride transport and/or
carbonation. Acting as a mechanically-weak zone, it can also accelerate
material deterioration through its porosity and permeability [42–44].
4.2.3. Cast reinforced concrete
The 3DCP columns that were used as permanent formwork were
filled with a commercially premixed concrete batch. With a maximum
aggregate size of 16 mm, this concrete has a cylinder compressive
strength of 25 MPa and a cube compressive strength of 30 MPa. Ac
cording to the standard SN EN 206–1, it has a spread between 420 and
480 mm.
The reinforcement consists of a cylindrical cage of 200 mm diameter
and 3000 mm height. The cage was made using 12 mm diameter steel
rebar with screwed anchorage plates at the bottom. The stirrups of this
rebar cage are positioned every 200 mm.

4.2.2. Hardened 3DCP concrete
The main challenges of 3DCP used as a structural material are
identified as the strength of hardened concrete, especially at the layer
interface, adding the reinforcement and the durability of the reinforced
concrete composite.
From a structural point of view, the main distinction between 3DCP
and conventional cast concrete is the zone created between extruded
layers. This interface would differ both in its material composition and
microstructure from the same material if it were cast conventionally into
a formwork. Layer bonding is expected to be weaker, especially in ten
sion, and lead to anisotropic structural behaviour [37–39]. However, for
a column printed vertically, the printing time between two consecutive
layers is relatively short, under 30 s.
Preliminary 3-point bending and compressive tests performed on
160 × 40 × 40 mm3 hardened specimens showed no difference in
strength related to layer orientation in printed samples(Fig. 4.3).
Nevertheless, printing defects, like discontinuities in the concrete fila
ment or small gaps between filaments (not present in (c)), considerably
decreased the material’s compressive strength. Samples cast from ma
terial taken prior pumping showed lower compressive strength and
higher bending tensile strength compared to printed samples. The lower
compressive strength without pumping can probably be explained by
less effective compaction. The higher bending tensile strength in cast
samples indicates that layer discontinuities in printed samples may
affect tensile strength even when tension is applied parallel to the fila
ments as in samples (a) and (b) and when tensile strength through layer
interfaces as in sample (c) is not lower than in other loading orienta
tions. This is interesting and deserves further investigation in a dedi
cated study.
In the absence of a universal reinforcement system, compatible with
the 3DCP process, reinforcement integration has to be project-specific.
Structural 3DCP columns can be achieved by adding a minimum shear

4.3. Hardware integration
4.3.1. Extruder system
A set on demand 3DCP requires two pumps for independently dosing
the two components and an extruder tool with an active inline mixer for
intermixing them.
A PFT Swing L FU 400 V progressive cavity pump delivers the OPC
mortar to the extruder mixing chamber. Two modifications were
implemented to this off-the-shelf product: digital control through the
robotic interface and reduction of the motor speed. For the CAC paste, a
Viscotec ViscoPro-C progressive cavity pump was chosen. The integra
tion of this pump was straightforward because it is designed for appli
cations in automation.
The extruder tool has a pressurized mixing chamber with two entry
points for the OPC mortar and the CAC paste and one exit point. The
material inside the chamber is actively intermixed with a pin-mixer with
sharp blades that cut through the material. The set flow of the pumps
determined the flow inside the extruder. In designing such a tool, it is
important to avoid any static areas inside the mixing chamber, and the
geometry of the mixer should not oppose or block the main flow of
material. The diameter of the exit point should be at least three times
larger than the maximum aggregate size to avoid jamming of the ag
gregates. The effective use of the two-component system relies on good
intermixing, which is affected by residence time, mixing speed and the
geometry of the pin-mixer [27].
The hardware integration means routing the control of the pumps
and extruder through the controller of the kinematic system. Therefore,

Fig. 4.7. Geometric affordances in relation to filament properties: (a)self-avoiding print path; (b)self-intersecting print path; (c) geometric requirement for printing
a column.
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Fig. 4.3. Strength measurement depending on layer orientation and cast samples; red arrows indicate 3-point bending and blue arrows compression. (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

digital inputs trigger on and off operations while analogue inputs
determine the flow rates of both pumps. The system is also monitored
with pressure and temperature sensors that record an analogue output,
also displayed on the teach-pendant (Fig. 4.1), during printing.

experimental methodology was applied to calibrating the accelerator
pump.
The Tool Central Point (TCP) is measured following the standard 4
points calibration procedure and the printing substrate is subsequently
declared as a work object and measured using the 3-points procedure.

4.3.2. Kinematic system
In the context of 3DCP, we utilize a kinematic system with an in
dustrial robot at its core. In the community, however, several types of
kinematic systems are currently developed, each demanding a different
degree of expertise to program and operate. Even if robot operation
demands added skill and qualification compared to gantry control, in
dustrial robots offer extended reachability when interpolating
nonplanar motion trajectories. Our kinematic system consists of an ABB
IRB 4600 6-axis robotic manipulator hanging from a Güdel 3-axis
external gantry (Fig. 4.1). During printing, the robot’s work-range is
extended only with its Z external axis. The X- and Y-axes of the gantry
are used to reposition the robot in relation to different work objects, i.e.
between different prints. The extruder tool is mounted as an end-effector
on the 6th axis of the robot at 45o rotation on its 5th axis. Positioning the
end-effector at this angle gives the highest working envelope, thus
enabling the fabrication of one column at a maximum height of 3.5 m
without changing the robot configuration during printing.
Robot motion can be executed in manual mode at reduced speed
(maximum 250 mm/s, rotation of each axis) or in automatic mode at full
speed (maximum tested at 500 mm/s). The automatic mode requires an
enclosed production cell, inaccessible to humans during operation. The
setup of this study runs in automatic mode using a laser fence that se
cures the production area. Despite being an elegant technical solution,
the emergency signal can easily be triggered, thus stopping the robot
motion. However, emergency stops caused by the light fence do not
interrupt material extrusion. Even if the extrusion stops, a visible seam
would still appear between the layers when the process was interrupted.
We can, therefore, conclude that a physical fence would be a more
robust choice for a process that is expected to run continuously.

4.3.4. Printing procedure
Printing starts with priming the house of the accelerator pump with
water and the hose of the concrete pump with an OPC slurry. After
priming the equipment, the material can be pumped into the system.
First, the material has to fill the extruder chamber, only then can the
accelerator be added. Before starting printing, the material is extruded
into a container until correct rheological behaviour is reached, which is
determined visually.
During printing, the main process parameters are flow rate, print
speed and accelerator dosage. For our system, all these parameters scale
linearly with the hardware parameters. All three values can be over
written from the teach-pendant by the robot operator. Naturally, flow
rate and print speed can vary during printing declaring their values in
advance. Accelerator dosage directly determines the hardening rate or
vertical build-up of the printed object. This dosage can also mitigate
material variability during printing by fine-tuning the input quantity, on
the spot. Considering that concrete flow rate can change during one
print session, the easiest way to provide the desired accelerator dosage is
as a percentage from the concrete flow rate. For safety, a maximum
dosage value should be hardcoded in the system.
Print path data, stored in the text file, is loaded to the computer.
Commands from this file are streamed online to the robot controller. The
online communication system runs on the COMPAS-FAB [45] and a
custom driver developed for the ABB robots of the Robotic Fabrication
Lab by Fleischmann. The biggest advantage of this open system is that
vast amounts of data can be sent as executable commands, without the
limit of the local storage unit on the robot controller. Continuous data
transfer proved particularly useful in the case of high-resolution largescale objects, printed in a continuous process. Furthermore, the system
allows sensor-monitoring data to be recorded in correlation to robot
motion, thus gaining real-time feedback from the process. In principle,
this data transfer can be used to correct errors during printing, an
effective way to recover from small defects in large-scale objects.

4.3.3. Calibration procedure
The calibration procedure of the 3DCP system should establish how
material flows within the system and how the kinematic system moves
in 3D space following the coordinate system of the CAD model.
Hardware specifications were validated by continuously extruding
concrete inside a container positioned on an electronic scale. This pro
cedure estimated the material behaviour within the system. The scale
recorded the weight of accumulating material once per second. The
recorded value was used to determine the flow rate. A similar

4.4. Productivity
Despite its high automation level, the printing process still requires
human supervision. Production can operate with a minimum of two
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workers. Firstly, material preparation needs the presence of both people.
Once concrete and accelerator are prepared, materials can be trans
ported to the handling area. During printing, one person oversees ma
terial dosing, the second person supervises and controls the
communication and process parameters while holding the teachpendant. Finally, after printing, the infrastructure is cleaned. This pro
duction scheme can be organized in eight-hours work-days, from which
one hour is for material preparation, and one hour for cleaning. At the
current level of integration, this leaves an effective printing time of six
hours, in an eight-hour working day.
These 3DCP columns can be safely moved 12 h after printing.
Therefore, the floor area inside the robotic work cell is defined by the
targeted numbers of columns that can be successively printed with the
same robotic setup.

3DCP process.
5.1.1. Design to fabrication
As a starting point, the design studio brief included information
about columns’ rough dimensions and structural concept, which was
pre-approved by the structural engineer in Riom. All columns have a
1.20 × 1.20 × 0.20 m3 reinforced concrete foundation. A vertical rebar
cage was inserted through the continuous cylindrical hollow core of
0.25 m in diameter, connecting both column and foundation, thus
ensuring a robust column to base connection. The 3DCP columns are
permanent formworks, partially cast with fresh concrete into the rein
forced core, thus connecting the column to its base. This solution com
plied to the building code requirements of public space. Each column
could be handled with a crane and moved as early as 24 h after concrete
casting.
In total, twelve columns were printed over five weeks, from which
nine were installed in Riom and three discarded (Fig. 5.1). The specific
fabrication metrics were: filament cross-section of 25 × 5 mm2 and a
print speed of 180 mm/s - with a possible vertical build-up rate of 3000
mm/h. However, the long and detailed layers determined an average
vertical building speed of around 1000 mm/h. For a column fabricated
to Concrete Choreography project specifications, this translated to an
average print-time of 2.5 h per column.
Accustomed to working in the theatre and event industry, the client
intended to operate on a timeline similar to that of a set design
manufacturing. The success of this endeavour confirmed the initial
assumption that rapid-prototyping is suitable to be directly transferred
to a building scale through direct-fabrication. For most of the Concrete
Choreography columns, the full design to fabrication cycle took less than
24 h. The workflow involved highly interconnected design and pro
duction, tackled as parallel processes. After design finalisation, the
production cycle for one column could start by assembling and
mounting the tools on the robotic setup. Next, the concrete base was
measured as a work object, and a dry run of the code was tested. The
material was mixed in a maximum of 270 L and brought to the printer.
A column was considered entirely fabricated when the target height
had been reached, and only if the rebar cage could be inserted. It is
noteworthy that five out of the nine columns produced for Concrete
Choreography exhibited minor defects, especially in their surface area.
From the onset, the experimental nature of the processes and the ma
terial system involved were agreed upon by both client and design team.
Since the process was still under development, every produced instance
provided crucial insight on practical ways of improving quality, and
robustness ultimately formalised into a digital printability check tool.
An analysis of the three discarded columns (Fig. 5.1g) was performed
after the fabrication effort. The main takeaway was that all three col
umns reached the target height; nevertheless, the rebar cage did not fit
in any of them. For the first column, due to interruptions of the PC-robot
communication during the fabrication, the printing process had to be
paused multiple times. This interruption resulted in the hollow core
filling up with concrete rendering the insertion of reinforcement
impossible. The second column had a geometry too detailed for the
printing scale. Because of a jagged motion of the robot along the print
path, more concrete than necessary was deposited, resulting in a surface
of inferior aesthetic quality. The excessive material deposition also
created a smaller diameter core than the rebar cage. The third column
exhibited design flaws by having sections locally exceeding the 20◦
overhang limit, which caused localized material collapse.
Overall, the 3DCP process recorded a 75% success rate, calculated for
the fabrication period and excluding prototyping. Early evaluation of
the 3DCP also led to the conclusion that efficiency and process stability
increased with every printing iteration. Between tutors and students, the
consensus is that the most successful specimens are C7 and C10
(Fig. 5.1). Without a doubt, the quality of execution played the most
significant role in this decision. Each column was designed with a
different geometric procedure, exhibiting a level of geometric

4.5. Quality control
The structural performance of printed concrete elements depends on
the material properties, on the reinforcement strategy, as well as on the
particularities of the printing process. Therefore, any use of printed
components in structural applications requires a thorough characteri
sation of the structural behaviour over more extended periods.
Quality control is twofold. It includes an estimation of the accuracy
of the printed geometry in relation to the CAD model. Second, it should
be able to certify that the structural behaviour of the hardened 3DCP
part matches the expected design load.
Geometric accuracy is assessed using scanning of the columns, which
is done after their completion using a laser scanner Z + F Imager 5016,
with the specified accuracy below 1 mm (2σ) [46]. The goal was to
capture the final states of columns for documentation purposes and to
analyse their deviations with respect to their design states. The data
acquisition was made from several scanning locations to capture their
surfaces completely. The scans were later on registered, cleaned from all
the noise, and uniformly filtered to a spacing of 1 mm. Finally, each
column was represented by approximately six million points.
Another measurement technique was used to determine the accuracy
of the kinematic system in relation to the TCP. The robot’s trajectory was
measured during printing with a laser tracker Leica AT960-XR in com
bination with a T-Mac tool, which was mounted to the robot arm, in the
proximity of the printing tool. The achievable accuracy using such a
setup is 15 μm + 6 μm/m (2σ) [47]. The position and orientation of the
robot arm were measured with a rate of 50 points per second to generate
a smooth trajectory.
For this research, no structural tests were performed for 1:1 scale
columns; nevertheless, some proposals were reported inside the research
community, and are based on the Eurocode 0, Design by testing [22].
These tests consist of destructive load tests for one prototypical spec
imen in combination with nondestructive tests for all the other speci
mens, by loading the components only with the designed load.
5. Results: From design to concrete column
Overall, the automated prefabrication platform worked robustly
through the fabrication phase. Concrete Choreography was the main
demonstrator of the proposed prefabrication platform. Several other
designs further tested process boundaries and improved the fabrication
process based on experimental findings.
5.1. Case study: Concrete Choreography
Concrete Choreography is a design to production studio part of the
2018–2019 academic year of the Master of Advanced Studies in Archi
tecture and Digital Fabrication, from ETH Zürich. In just ten weeks,
students designed and fabricated the scenography consisting of 3DCP
columns for The Origen Festival of Culture in Riom, Switzerland [48].
This project served as a robustness case study for the newly implemented
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Fig. 5.1. The 12 columns produced for Concrete Choreography: (a) specimen number, reflecting the order of fabrication; (b) volume of concrete inside the column
[L]; (c) duration of the print [min]; (d) column height [m]; (e) length of the print path [m]; (f) the column includes material driven ornament; (g) discarded columns.

complexity very close to what the technology can achieve. The process
of material driven ornamentation also played an important part in the
evaluation. These columns exhibit details that are impossible to repro
duce using any other fabrication method than 3DCP.

deformation tends to elongate a sectional profile of a circle into an el
lipse, and it manifests itself throughout the height of the column as the
dark blue and red areas show in Fig. 5.2.a. These elliptical deformations
match in 3D space to the robot position relative to the work object. To
clarify the cause of these deformations, a second set of measurements for
the robot’s trajectory was performed, using the laser tracker. The
investigation showed that this error arises from the kinematic system
and not due to material behaviour. During printing, the robotic
manipulator has to carry and partially lift the hose from the floor, thus
bearing variable load on the arm, during the process. Even if this ac
curacy is well within the building scale tolerances, for geometries that
need to connect on complex joinery this deformation might become
problematic. Therefore, we propose to introduce a variable tool load
within the system; nevertheless, more investigation of this issue is
necessary.

5.1.2. Accuracy assessment of the printed columns
All 12 columns were scanned, and the acquired point clouds were
used to generate deviation maps from the desired CAD meshes. The
resulting maps and cross-sections at selected regions for one of the
columns are shown in Fig. 5.2. The deviations are within a range of ±15
mm, where red areas indicate the actual state being outwards compared
to the CAD, and vice versa for blue areas. The cross-sections indicate that
parts with sharp changes (e.g. corners visible in (3)) have the highest
deviations. Slight settling of material, in regions with material driven
ornaments, can be seen in sections (1,2). All the Concrete Choreography
series reported similar tolerances in the range of ±15 mm. Interestingly,
one similar deformation pattern emerges in all of the scans. This

Fig. 5.2. Accuracy assessment of the 3DCP, measured on specimen C7: (a) colour map shows deviations from the intended geometry from of − 15 to 15 mm; (b)
Geometric deviations of vertical and horizontal sections, intended geometry is shown in red and scanned point cloud in grey. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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5.1.3. Durability
Ten months after their installation in Riom, including one winter
season, the columns started to show signs of deterioration. Caused by the
cement paste porosity in the 3DCP filament, the exposure to the freezethaw cycles of the harsh alpine weather resulted in large cracks visible to
the naked eye. The cracks appeared only in the regions where the outer
shell detaches from the concrete cast core. The crack openings are wider
in the portions with stagnant water, like the base and capital and finer in
the shaft (Fig. 5.3). As expected, the 3DCP material is momentarily
unsuitable for direct exposure to outdoor conditions, and therefore only
appropriate for indoor use. The incorporation of air entertainers is
currently investigated to give the 3DCP material suitable protection
against the freeze-thaw damage [49].

Nevertheless, this productivity study does not incorporate the added
value of customization. To the best of our knowledge, no other fabri
cation method can deliver a comparable level of geometric complexity
and morphological variation in such a short production time. 3DCP
gains strength if digital design tools complement it. Only then one can
harvest its potential and benefit of increased productivity by saving time
form conventional construction drawings, formwork planning and
formwork manufacturing.
3DCP is a technology whose productivity is partially conditioned by
geometric complexity; however, it only makes sense to use it for shapes
with intricate features. Print path length and layer height are the two
main drivers of determining the print time for one column. More com
plex designs tend to have longer print paths.
3DCP columns can be curved, branched, or nested (Fig. 6.1a-c).
These categories derive from combining column topology with layer
topology. The curved column refers to a hollow shell of a variable
diameter that has the layer a closed, nonintersecting curve. The
branching column contains sections having at least two closed, nonin
tersecting curves. Branching columns require intermittent material
extrusion. The nested column incorporates all types of geometries that
have an interior core, or porosities that are created by overhangs that
meet in mid-air. The layer of such a column consists of one closed curve,
composed of at least two nested curves. A fourth option is a hybrid be
tween branched and nested columns, as shown in Fig. 6.1d. It is postu
lated that custom geometries and small series of identical geometries
belonging to any curved, branching, or nested typologies are cheapest
and fastest to fabricate using 3DCP. However, the nested typology is
impractical to manufacture using a formwork-based method or any
other digital concrete process. With this argumentation, all the columns
fabricated as part of this research belong to the third category because
these geometries can effortlessly be produced with 3DCP. A foreseeable
development is to build branching nested columns. (See Fig. 6.2.)
The proposed design methods aim to map out the design space
enabled for columns by 3DCP. Because these columns represent standalone objects, they do not have a sufficient structural or tectonic
context to inform any specific building system requirements.
No building codes fully certify the use of 3DCP in structural appli
cations. Therefore, there is merit in pushing forward the certification
and quality control procedures, also related to geometry, not only
technology, especially when it comes to building tolerances. An
important assumption when proposing a prefabrication line for bespoke
columns is that by clearly identifying the end-product, structural and
durability certification can be easier performed on 1:1-scale specimens.
By structurally testing one element of the series, its behaviour can be
extrapolated to all members of the series.
Since the orientation of the element onto its printing substrate ex
tends the geometric freedom of the technology, in situ 3DCP cannot offer
similar geometric freedom as prefabrication. A foreseeable improve
ment in reducing the ecological impact of the technology is to 3DCP the
components close to the construction site, using a deployable 3D printer,
thus minimizing transportation costs. Another immediate ecological

5.2. Catalogue of concrete printed columns
Following the successful completion of the main demonstrator,
Concrete Choreography, other designs were produced and exhibited as
part of events organized by ETH Zürich: Scientifica 2019: Science Fiction
Science Fact (Fig. 5.4c); Future day 2019 (Fig. 5.4d); and ETH Pavilion
at World Economic Forum in Davos 2020 (Fig. 5.4e).
Fig. 5.4 shows a selection of columns utilizing various design pro
cedures: trigonometric functions (Fig. 5.4a), mesh subdivision
(Fig. 5.4b-c), Boolean operations (Fig. 5.4d) and minimal surfaces
(Fig. 5.4e). Their differentiated sectional profiles, interior cavities,
reinforcement integration and surface ornamentation exemplify the
large spectrum of design options available to 3DCP.
Unlike Concrete Choreography where only the formwork is 3DCP,
columns C14, C15, C18 depicted in Fig. 5.4 explore speculative designs
for the direct 3DCP of structural columns. After printing, these three
columns can be reinforced with post tensioned cables C14 or post
tensioned rigid rods C15, C18.
6. Evaluation and discussion: Geometric complexity for 3DCP
columns
Our main research goal, namely to develop an automated prefabri
cation platform for bespoke concrete columns, was successfully imple
mented for the Robotic Fabrication Lab of ETH Zürich. This
prefabrication platform was tested through the production of several
1:1-scale demonstrators. The most challenging aspect of the develop
ment stage was mitigating the relation between desired geometric
complexity and fabrication limitations. Experimental findings show that
for the present 3DCP system, the maximum geometric complexity was
achieved. A new extruder system, with a reduced flow rate, needs to be
developed to deliver a more refined geometry. Targeting geometries
with a higher resolution will considerably increase the fabrication time,
therefore impacting productivity.
A comparative productivity study performed between the Concrete
Choreography columns and regular cylindrical precast columns showed
that 3DCP is not yet competitive with mass production [47].

Fig. 5.3. Crack formation caused by the freeze-thaw cycles: (a), (b) column base; (c) column shaft; (d), (e) column capital.
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Fig. 5.4. Catalogue of 3DCP columns: (a) specimen number, reflecting the order of fabrication; (b) sectional profile; (c) surface details; (d) reinforcement type; (e)
duration of the print [min]; (f) column height [m]; (g) length of the print path [m].

improvement is to use a low CO2 footprint concrete for the casting
process, and also reduce the thickness of the 3DCP concrete formwork.
Nevertheless, for a proper environmental impact study, many factors
need to be considered, including overall concrete reduction through
geometric optimization, replacement of the conventional formwork by a
concrete one, and concrete composition of both 3DCP and cast mate
rials. In the future, the printed formwork should also have a functional
role both structurally and in terms of cover protecting the steel rein
forcement from corrosion. However, until this can be guaranteed the
printed concrete is considered a stay in place formwork and is not
factored in for its structural capacity. Because of this, the role of cold
joints is not considered. There have also not been any mechanical tests
on printed columns, neither tests on the bonding between 3DCP and cast
concrete. In the absence of a thorough evaluation of the mechanical
properies and compataibility between 3DP and cast concrete, other
printing materials could be used for stay in place formworks. However,
substituting the printed concrete with other 3DP materials may come
with limitations in fabrication speed, durability and safety certification.
Another explicit goal of this study was to explore 3DCP as a method
able to provide the final finish texture of the concrete component.
Apparent 3DCP concrete can offer customized textures in a robust,
fireproof and durable finish that requires minimal maintenance during
the building lifecycle. Furthermore, customized textures have the

potential to replace additional labour and materials required by plas
tering or painting. For now, the durability of 3DCP can be ensured only
for interior spaces, where 3DCP elements receive protection from
excessive humidity and low temperatures.
The proposed prefabrication platform for bespoke columns reveals
that a faster implementation of automation in construction is fuelled by
collaboration between separate fields of practice. Therefore, such a level
of expertise is available only in resourceful companies or through wellfinanced academic interdisciplinary research consortia.
7. Conclusion
The need to advance automation in concrete technology is, on the
one hand, to increase productivity, reduce labour, and increase safety in
construction, on the other hand, to address the urgency of reducing the
ecological footprint for the concrete industry. This can be achieved
through digitization and customization; therefore, the role of this paper
is to disseminate relevant knowledge that can be replicated.
Through interdisciplinary cooperation and experimental research,
the 3DCP process developed at ETH Zürich evolved from an initial
concept to an automated production line that can be implemented into
industry. The scope of this production line is to prefabricate bespoke
concrete columns exhibiting sophisticated geometric features.
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Fig. 6.1. Geometric complexity evaluation: (a) Column design; (b) horizontal layer of capital; (c) horizontal layer of base; (d) specimen number; (c) geometric
complexity index.

Fig. 6.2. 3DCP column’s typologies: (a) curved; (b) branched; (c) nested; (d) branching nested.

The core contribution of this research is to identify the required steps
for the implementation of 3DCP into a concrete prefabrication plant.
First, the end-product needs to be chosen and clearly described in terms
of size, geometric features and functionality. Next, the geometric fea
tures must be matched to the fabrication affordances of the 3DCP sys
tem. Following material and hardware calibration, the production
sequence must be mapped within the required facility’s working hours.
Finally, the hardened concrete product must be structurally and durably
tested to fulfil existing building codes.
This research contributes to the industry-wide effort to digitize
concrete construction and reduce material consumption by utilizing
bespoke complex geometries that adhere to strength-through-shape
design principles.
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